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Abstract
Significant attention has been focused on Mars due to its relative proximity and possibility of sustaining human life. However, its lack of in-situ sources of energy presents a challenge to generate needed energy on the surface. Comparatively, Titan has a nearly endless source of fuel in its atmosphere and lakes, but both are lacking in regards to their oxidizing capacity. The finding of a possible underground liquid ammonia-water lake on Titan suggests that oxygen might actually be within reach. This effort provides the first theoretical study involving a primary energy generation system on Titan using the atmosphere as a fuel and underground water as the source for the oxygen via electrolysis from wind generated electricity. Thermodynamic calculations and use of chemical kinetics in a zero-dimensional Homogeneous Charge Compression Ignition (HCCI) engine model demonstrate that is indeed possible to operate an internal combustion engine on the surface of Titan while providing heat for terraforming and human activities. Subsequent terraforming estimates illustrate that while the potential for energy and heat exists, the amount of needed hardware is largely impractical. However, the findings may stimulate further curiosity by others to look towards outer space and imagine what might be possible.
Introduction

As humans continue to influence the environment, it is conceivable that we may eventually reach a planetary-scale tipping point beyond which it is not possible to recover [1, 2]. This is particularly troublesome given the absence of habitable planets in the solar system to which life could migrate. Currently, there is discussion regarding the possibility of terraforming Mars for human life [3]. Key issues to this happening are its lack of atmosphere and relatively cold surface temperature as illustrated in Table 1 [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15]. Investigating the requirements for carbon dioxide (CO₂), nitrogen (N₂), and water (H₂O), it appears that it is indeed possible to artificially produce an atmosphere to sustain life [13, 16]. One speculative option to warm the surface is to introduce chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs in Table 2 [17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22]) into the atmosphere to generate the needed greenhouse effect [23]. While transporting sufficient raw materials from earth is not feasible, it does appear that enough chlorine (Cl), fluorine (F), and bromine (Br) may be available to manufacture 3 x 10^{12} tons of CFCs needed each year to offset ultraviolet photolysis losses [13]. However, a significant amount of energy is needed to produce these CFCs on the planet’s surface while also supporting terraforming endeavors.

James et al. indicates that the most effective approach for generating energy on the surface of Mars is to couple solar dynamic, photovoltaic, wind, nuclear, and even conventional internal combustion (IC) engine technologies to energy storage devices [24]. Given the magnitude of energy required to support human activities (e.g., on Earth this is currently around 18 terawatts) and synthesize the level of CFCs needed, both solar and wind energy technologies would need massive installations due to their relatively diffuse energy production capabilities. Moreover, NASA has additionally stated that the thin atmosphere of Mars makes it difficult to generate energy from wind; hence,

### Table 1

Comparison of Earth, Mars, and Titan properties.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Earth</th>
<th>Mars</th>
<th>Titan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Radius [km]</td>
<td>6378</td>
<td>3394</td>
<td>2575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface area [km²]</td>
<td>5.11 x 10^8</td>
<td>1.45 x 10^8</td>
<td>8.30 x 10^7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average density [kg/m³]</td>
<td>5500</td>
<td>3950</td>
<td>1880</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total mass [kg]</td>
<td>6.0 x 10^{24}</td>
<td>6.5 x 10^{23}</td>
<td>1.345 x 10^{23}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Escape velocity [km/s]</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>2.639</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface gravity [m/s²]</td>
<td>9.8 (1 g)</td>
<td>3.7 (0.38 g)</td>
<td>1.352 (0.14 g)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average surface temperature</td>
<td>+15°C</td>
<td>-60°C</td>
<td>-179°C (94 K)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature range</td>
<td>-60 to +50°C</td>
<td>-145 to +20°C</td>
<td>+/-5 K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface pressure [kPa]</td>
<td>101.3</td>
<td>0.5-1</td>
<td>147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean distance from sun [km]</td>
<td>1.49 x 10^{8}</td>
<td>2.28 x 10^{8}</td>
<td>1.428 x 10^{8}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orbital eccentricity</td>
<td>0.0167</td>
<td>0.0934</td>
<td>0.0288</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotation rate [hrs]</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>24.62</td>
<td>382.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year [days]</td>
<td>365.25</td>
<td>686.98</td>
<td>10759</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obliquity</td>
<td>25.19°</td>
<td>23.45°</td>
<td>0.3°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average sunlight reaching planet [W/m²]</td>
<td>345</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>-0.5-3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atmospheric composition [% vol]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N₂</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>94-98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O₂</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO₂</td>
<td>0.038</td>
<td>95.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ar</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO</td>
<td>10⁻⁶</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH₄</td>
<td>1.7 x 10⁻⁴</td>
<td>2-6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H₂</td>
<td>0.5 x 10⁻⁴</td>
<td>0.1-0.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H₂O</td>
<td>0.1-3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
extremely high altitudes are required with dust storms potentially providing the only avenue for significant energy generation [25]. Nuclear is definitely an option on Mars [26, 27] (and Titan [28]) with space power sources proving to be safe and reliable [29]. With respect to IC engines, the lack of accessible fuel on Mars reduces its possibility although utilizing the Leidenfrost effect to create dry ice engines using spinning disks of available CO₂ embedded with magnets is not out of the realm of possibilities [30, 31]. Furthermore, previous NASA research illustrates the possibility of running IC engines on Mars using a mixture of synthesized methane, carbon dioxide, and oxygen [32] potentially to power aircraft [33] or surface vehicles [34].

In comparison, Saturn’s largest moon Titan has ample hydrocarbon resources in its atmosphere and lakes, but unfortunately no free oxygen [35]. The level of energy available is potentially hundreds of times more than Earth’s oil and natural gas reserves [36]. Furthermore, while Titan is considerably farther away from the sun than Mars with dramatically less solar insolation at the surface [9], it may still be within (9.54 AU) the limits of sustaining life (100 AU) [35]. Given its relative coldness (Table 1), McKay estimates that it is unlikely that Earth-like life could exist [35] with researchers stating that it may take a few billion years before this possibility when the Sun becomes a red giant and heats the outer solar system [37]. One hypothetical option to increase surface temperatures could involve placing large mirrors in orbit to concentrate solar energy; e.g., Mars surface temperature would increase by 2% using a mirror approximately 10¹² m² in size [13]. Another theoretical option would be to follow a similar approach to Mars and generate high global warming potential CFCs using the hydrocarbon resources available on the planet. Currently, no information can be found for Cl, F, and Br resources on Titan; however, the possibility of using combustion for power on Titan is intriguing and warrants further examination. Furthermore, unlike nuclear power, combustion could actually be used to terraform the atmosphere while generating useful power and heat. Assuming a troposphere height of 6.6 km [38], a perfectly spherical moon, and an atmosphere consisting of 5.65% CH₄, 94.24%, N₂, and 0.11% H₂ [38, 39], approximately 9.398 × 10¹⁶ kg and 2.304 × 10¹⁴ kg of CH₄ and H₂, respectively, are available that can be used as fuels.

As a result, this paper explores a theoretical combustion system on Titan using mass, energy, and entropy balances. Wind energy is used to electrolyze a subsurface liquid ocean (discussed in the next section) to provide the needed oxygen for combustion and terraforming the atmosphere. Through combustion of Titan’s atmosphere, H₂O can be generated at the surface removing atmospheric CH₄ while recovering power and heat for use elsewhere. One significant assumption employed in the model presented is that heat transfer to the ambient is largely neglected. Because this is the first paper investigating combustion on Titan, the calculations provided will indicate an upper bound on an estimate. In order to begin the appraisal, the first item to cover includes the flow rates of hydrogen, oxygen, and nitrogen from electrolysis.

### Subsurface Ocean Electrolysis

Utilizing the hydrocarbons through combustion on Titan will require oxygen. Based on theoretical models of Titan’s formation and evolution along with Cassini radar observations and Schumann resonance data, researchers have indicated that there may be a subsurface ammonia-water ocean [40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48] with ammonia in concentrations between 5% and 15% [42, 43, 49, 50]. An ice shell that may be 20-50 km thick at certain locations overlies this ocean [41, 45, 51, 52, 53]. While this is significantly deeper than the deepest manmade borehole on Earth (Kola Superdeep at 12.2 km), drilling on Titan may not encounter the same subsurface heat issues that can negatively influence the boring operation. This is because the core of Titan is colder than Earth;

### Table 2
Select species potentially used for generating a greenhouse effect.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Ozone depletion potential</th>
<th>Global warming potential</th>
<th>Atmospheric lifetime</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CF₃Br</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7140</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C₂F₆</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>12200</td>
<td>10,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CF₃Cl</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14420</td>
<td>640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CF₃Cl₂</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10900</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N₂O</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>298</td>
<td>114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH₄</td>
<td>Likely negative</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO₂</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Titan’s core temperature is thought to be around 900 K [41] with Earth’s core temperature estimated to be 4850 K [54]. Furthermore, since the subsurface ammonia-water ocean on Titan has been estimated to be at 24 MPa [53], this is lower than observed bottomhole pressures for oil drilling activities on Earth that can reach up to 90 MPa [55]. Hence, while it would be costly to reach this ocean, it is not out of theoretical reach.

Therefore, both fuel and oxygen (from water in the subsurface ocean) are theoretically within reach on Titan. Moreover, the greater atmospheric density of Titan makes wind-powered electrolysis of the subsurface ocean to recover its oxygen a possibility. Whereas a 30 m/s Martian wind will provide the same power as a 6 m/s wind on Earth [56], only about a 4 m/s Titan wind is needed generate the same amount of power. With regards to wind potential, Porco et al.’s tracking of cloud motions on Titan found easterly winds with speeds as high as 34 m/s [57]. There were definite zones of wind [58] and at an altitude of 30 km, wind speed was found to be about 10 m/s. Nearer to the surface (lowest 5 km), wind speeds were the lowest at around 1.4 m/s [59]. In addition, the low gravity on Titan would reduce the load on the blades of wind turbines [60] allowing for taller wind turbines with longer blades than on Earth (e.g., without gravity, internal loads on the gearbox are significantly reduced [61]). Future efforts should study the impact of gravity, air friction, and other wind turbine parameters for Titan (similar to [62] for Mars) while also considering the materials needed to construct a wind turbine using additive manufacturing on the surface. This can be accomplished through the development of a wind turbine model using zonal wind estimations [63] while employing the Titan Wind Tunnel [64] for experimental measurements of scale models.

It is important to note that the absence of a subsurface ocean is still compatible with other models of Titan’s interior [41]. However, based on modeling studies of Titan, it has been estimated that the ocean temperature is 250 K at 240 bars of pressure [53] and Schumann-like resonance indicates a liquid structure [65]. For this paper, it is assumed that a subsurface ocean exists at a 15% ammonia concentration by mass with water (15.73% ammonia by volume) as this predicts a liquid phase at these conditions [66]. Since ammonia is a relatively significant fraction of this ocean, electrolysis of the mixture may result in a mixture of species leaving the anode. This is because liquid ammonia electrolysis results the molar fractions of \( \frac{1}{2} \text{N}_2 \) (anode) and \( \frac{3}{2} \text{H}_2 \) (cathode); whereas, water electrolysis results in the molar fractions of \( \frac{1}{2} \text{O}_2 \) (anode) and \( \text{H}_2 \) (cathode) [67]. Investigating the literature regarding the electrolysis of ammonia-water solutions only finds contact “glow-discharge” papers where the anode is placed a predetermined distance above the liquid surface (anode is platinum wire, cathode is small sheet of platinum foil) [68, 69, 70, 71]. Hence, in the absence of specific information, it will be assumed that the molar balance of electrolysis is as follows (\( \alpha = 0.84269, \beta = 0.15731 \)):

\[
\alpha \text{H}_2 \text{O} + \beta \text{NH}_3 \rightarrow \alpha \text{H}_2 + \beta \text{O}_2 + \gamma \text{N}_2
\]

Pure hydrogen will leave the cathode and a mixture of oxygen and nitrogen will emanate from the anode with all species having the same pressure and temperature [72]. It is possible to remove ammonia from the water using air stripping and other technologies prior to electrolysis [73]. However, this will add complexity while being inefficient at the extremely low temperatures of the Titan environment (e.g., efficiency degrades for air stripping from 90-95% to 75% as temperature drops from 293 K to 283 K [74]).

From the first law of thermodynamics, the thermoneutral cell potential of electrolysis (\( E_{tcp} \)) in volts can be determined [67, 72, 75, 76, 77]:

\[
E_{tcp} = \frac{W - \dot{Q}}{nF} = \frac{\dot{n}_{\text{H}_2 \text{O}} \overline{g}_{\text{H}_2 \text{O}} + \dot{n}_{\text{NH}_3} \overline{g}_{\text{NH}_3} - \dot{n}_{\text{H}_2} \overline{g}_{\text{H}_2} - \dot{n}_{\text{O}_2} \overline{g}_{\text{O}_2} - \dot{n}_{\text{N}_2} \overline{g}_{\text{N}_2}}{nF}
\]

However, most researchers use the reversible cell potential (\( E_{rev} \)) incorporating the second law in electrolysis calculations because \( T \Delta S \) can be provided from the environment at a temperature \( T \):

\[
E_{rev} = \frac{W - \dot{Q}}{nF} = \frac{\dot{n}_{\text{H}_2 \text{O}} \overline{g}_{\text{H}_2 \text{O}} + \dot{n}_{\text{NH}_3} \overline{g}_{\text{NH}_3} - \dot{n}_{\text{H}_2} \overline{g}_{\text{H}_2} - \dot{n}_{\text{O}_2} \overline{g}_{\text{O}_2} - \dot{n}_{\text{N}_2} \overline{g}_{\text{N}_2}}{nF}
\]
For standard water and ammonia electrolysis, $n$ is equal to 2 and 3, respectively. Based on the molar balance in Equation 1, the number of electrons for the ammonia/water lake is calculated as:

$$n = 2\alpha + 3\beta \quad \text{Eq. (4)}$$

After adjusting the datum between the liquids and gases while using the ammonia heat and entropy of formation information from [67], the NIST REFPROP database [78] was employed to determine the cell potentials in Table 3 to validate the calculations against the literature. The energy required per mole of liquid ($Q_{\text{liq}}$) calculation using the reversible cell potential was compared to [67]: 0.0224 MJ/mol$_{\text{NH}}$ equals 7.41 MJ/kg H$_2$ with Hanada et al. stating the value as 7.4 MJ/kg H$_2$. The molar flow rate of ocean that can be converted by wind power ($\dot{n}_\text{ocean}$) is then calculated,

$$\dot{n}_\text{ocean} = \frac{\dot{W}_\text{wind}}{Q_{\text{liq}}} \quad \text{Eq. (5)}$$

subsequently leading to the molar flow rates of H$_2$, O$_2$, and N$_2$ using the balance in Equation 1. In addition to the combustion studies presented in this paper, the calculations in this section can be employed for other Titan terraforming efforts since H$_2$ is a valuable reactant for chemicals and as a rocket fuel [79, 80]; whereas, O$_2$ and N$_2$ are needed for settlements [81].

**Flow to Engine**

Ideally, it would be best to build the lightest, simplest, and most efficient/powerful engine given transportation costs to Titan. This is estimated to be $7330$/kg using the SpaceX Falcon Heavy at a launch cost of $90M with a scaled payload of 12277 kg to Titan based on the reported payloads to Mars and Pluto [82, 83]. Moreover, a simple engine would minimize the required materials for on-site construction using additive manufacturing (e.g., [84]) potentially employing iron from the rocky core of Titan [85] assuming drilling technology is sufficient to penetrate and extract needed elements. This engine is postulated here to be an air-cooled compression ignition (CI) engine running on spontaneous auto-ignition (i.e., homogeneous charge compression ignition - HCCI [86]). However, to use either the atmosphere or lakes as a fuel will require a heated intake. Since these mixtures and the oxygen coming from the ocean are relatively cold, auto-ignition will be difficult to achieve. Because the literature demonstrates that adding H$_2$ in a dual-fuel manner can be beneficial due to its lower ignition energy in comparison to methane [87, 88], it may be advantageous to allow some of the hydrogen from electrolysis to travel along with the oxygen. Moreover, adding hydrogen to methane improves HCCI combustion stability [89, 90] because it provides a source of H atoms, subsequently augmenting the $\text{H} + \text{O}_2 \leftrightarrow \text{OH} + \text{O}$ combustion reaction promoting easier ignition [91, 92]. Furthermore, there may be enough exhaust energy available to heat the intake. As a

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pres [MPa]</th>
<th>Temp [K]</th>
<th>Fluid</th>
<th>$E_{\text{tcp}}$ [V]</th>
<th>Lit</th>
<th>$E_{\text{rev}}$ [V]</th>
<th>Lit</th>
<th>MJ per mole</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.10132</td>
<td>298.15</td>
<td>Water</td>
<td>1.481</td>
<td>1.481</td>
<td>1.2289</td>
<td>1.229</td>
<td>0.2371</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.132</td>
<td>298.15</td>
<td>Water</td>
<td>1.4789</td>
<td>1.479</td>
<td>1.3171</td>
<td>1.317</td>
<td>0.2542</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.15</td>
<td>523</td>
<td>Water</td>
<td>1.4448</td>
<td>1.443</td>
<td>1.2717</td>
<td>1.275</td>
<td>0.2454</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.015</td>
<td>298.15</td>
<td>NH$_3$</td>
<td>0.2321</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>0.0775</td>
<td>0.077</td>
<td>0.0224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>NH$_3$</td>
<td>0.2331</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>0.1476</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>0.0427</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>Titan Ocean</td>
<td>1.2205</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>1.0997</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>0.2289</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
result, Figure 1 (in Appendix) demonstrates the potential pathway of flow to the engine while using exhaust to heat the intake. It does allow for a variable amount of H\textsubscript{2} to mix (1-\(q\) by volume) with the N\textsubscript{2} and O\textsubscript{2} coming from the anode.

All components in Figure 1 are evaluated according to the first and second laws of thermodynamics, respectively, on a rate basis assuming that these laws hold true to Titan (e.g., Titan atmospheric kinetics have been simulated using conventional thermodynamic constraints [93]):

\[
\frac{dU}{dt} = Q - W + \sum_{in} mh - \sum_{out} mh \tag{6}
\]

\[
\frac{dS}{dt} = \frac{Q}{T_{sur}} + \sum_{in} ns - \sum_{out} ns + \sigma \tag{7}
\]

A steady state model is assumed eliminating the left hand sides of Equations 6 and 7 with the expansion valve and intake assumed to be adiabatic for simplicity. CHEMKIN curve-fits of the thermodynamics properties are included in order to account for mixture compositions [94].

The process where some H\textsubscript{2} is allowed to remix with N\textsubscript{2}/O\textsubscript{2} is assumed to occur at a constant pressure and temperature; hence, due to the entropy of mixing, heat is transferred to the surroundings. Since the ambient is at 147 kPa, this mixture is expanded through an expansion valve or a turbine prior to entering the engine intake. Expansion valves are cheaper, smaller, and would weigh less; whereas, turbines could be used to recover some energy due to the relatively high pressure of the subsurface ocean. In the intake, this N\textsubscript{2}/O\textsubscript{2}/H\textsubscript{2} stream mixes with the Titan atmosphere and is subsequently heated in a perfect heat exchanger (no mixing of streams) using the available energy from the engine exhaust. Using Equation 6, the analysis of this heat exchanger simplifies to the calculations of enthalpy entering and exiting. Here, an assumption is that ample heat energy exists via nuclear or electrical resistance (via wind power) to cold start the engine prior to steady-state operation.

Another method to raise the beginning charge temperature at the start of the compression stroke is to mix a portion of the exhaust directly with the intake (i.e., Exhaust Gas Recirculation - EGR) [89, 95, 96, 97, 98, 99, 100]. The radicals that are part of EGR may aid in the initiation of the HCCI process helping to reduce auto-ignition temperatures [101]. However, too much EGR can prevent combustion from occurring due to its inert nature and this method would preclude the full amount of exhaust energy to be utilized. Furthermore, incorporating an EGR system would add complexity to the setup; whereas, as stated prior, simplicity is preferred given logistical constraints.

The question then becomes what to accomplish with the remaining H\textsubscript{2} from electrolysis. Since Titan’s atmosphere has too much nitrogen posing an asphyxiation hazard and ammonia can be used as a fuel for an internal combustion engine [102], Figure 1 illustrates the conversion of atmospheric N\textsubscript{2} into ammonia. Moreover, it may be desired to have a liquid cooled engine to help with energy recovery [103]; hence, instead of using traditional ethylene glycol, liquid ammonia could be used as the engine coolant similar to the International Space Station [104]. Furthermore, Miyahara demonstrates that the rocket fuel hydrazine can be synthesized from mixtures of H\textsubscript{2}/N\textsubscript{2} or CH\textsubscript{4}/N\textsubscript{2} providing for another avenue of usage [105]. As a result, two additional fuels can potentially be generated on the surface of Titan using the H\textsubscript{2} emanating from electrolysis.

### Combustion Reactions and Modeling

Stoichiometric combustion with the atmosphere at the surface (estimated as \(a = 94.24\%\), \(b = 5.65\%\), \(c = 0.11\%\) [38, 39]),

\[
(aN_2 + bCH_4 + cH_2) + x(zH_2 + fO_2 + gN_2) \rightarrow kCO_2 + lH_2O + jN_2 \tag{8}
\]
was assumed. While it is known that optimum combustion temperatures and power will be achieved slightly rich \cite{106}, stoichiometry is relatively easy to determine. Then, using the calculated molar flow rate of the ocean from Equation 5, the atmospheric species molar flow rates can be found. Since the temperatures and pressures are known for the species entering the heated intake, their combined enthalpy and entropy can be determined. At this point, an iterative procedure is required in order to determine the temperature after the heated intake, which is also assumed for simplicity as the Intake Valve Closing (IVC) temperature. Of note, converting CH$_4$ to CO$_2$ in the atmosphere will reduce the current greenhouse effect on Titan (see Table 2); however, if CFCs can be generated in sufficient quantities, they could more than make up for the difference.

Since the engine will be required to run in HCCI mode and is dependent on chemical kinetics to operate, a simple thermodynamic analysis is not possible. Moreover, because this effort is postulating combustion using a unique fuel, it is pertinent to run kinetic studies to determine if combustion can actually happen. Therefore, a single-zone model employing chemical kinetics was incorporated \cite{107}. For simplicity, the model ignores blow-by past the piston and is only useful from IVC until Exhaust Valve Opening (EVO) when there is not any additional mass entering or exiting. While this omits the engine breathing process along with any internal residual that may result (i.e., internal EGR), trends of operation can still be generated and the overall concept evaluated relatively quickly. The model equations were solved using DVODE \cite{108} while incorporating CHEMKIN to handle the chemical species reactions. In regards to the detailed reaction mechanisms, GRI-Mech 3.0 \cite{109} is often considered to be the standard mechanism for methane combustion and has been shown to correlate well to ignition delay measurements of mixtures of CH$_4$/H$_2$/O$_2$/N$_2$ with upwards of 95% N$_2$ similar to the Titan atmosphere \cite{110}. Recent efforts in our group \cite{111} finds that the University of California, San Diego (UCSD) propane oxidation mechanism \cite{112} had an overall better accuracy versus a wide number of reaction mechanisms, including GRI-Mech 3.0, with respect to ignition delay calculations. Hence, both the GRI-Mech and UCSD mechanisms were tested. For engine heat transfer, the Hohenberg expression was chosen out of the large number of available convective heat transfer correlations due to its simplicity and relative accuracy while also being used prior when simulating HCCI engines \cite{113, 114}.

In order to predict whether combustion is occurring, an assumption of the IVC temperature is first made and the model then simulates a motoring process where the N$_2$ and O$_2$ species from the combined intake are the only components sent to the engine. The predicted temperature data are then reviewed to find its maximum, after which the complete intake species (i.e., Equation 8) are used for simulation and the maximum temperature is again reviewed. If this temperature is greater than the maximum motoring temperature by a prescribed amount (combustion factor in Table 4), combustion is said to be occurring. However, peak pressure location for maximum brake torque (MBT) will vary by fuel, engine speed, and load \cite{115}. Hence, even though combustion may be occurring, it may not be happening at the correct crank angle. Therefore, an additional logic switch in the simulation is used to check to make sure that the peak temperature occurs 10° after top dead center for maximum thermal efficiency as estimated by Lavoie et al. \cite{116}. If combustion does not occur, the IVC temperature is increased by 0.1 K and the process is repeated. After a successful iteration, the engine work and heat transfer are calculated and converted into watts using the simulated engine speed that is also utilized to calculate the mass flow rate at IVC:

\[
\dot{m}_{IVC} = \frac{n_r P_{IVC} V_s N}{n_x} \quad \text{Eq. (9)}
\]

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\caption{Internal combustion engine parameters.}
\begin{tabular}{|l|c|c|}
\hline
\textbf{Variable} & \textbf{SI value} & \textbf{British value} \\
\hline
Combustion factor & 200 K & 360°F \\
Compression ratio (\textemdash) & 21.2 & \textemdash \\
Bore & 0.086 m & 3.39 in \\
Stroke & 0.075 m & 2.95 in \\
Connecting rod length & 0.11842 m & 4.662 in \\
Cylinder head surface area & 0.005809 m$^2$ & 9.004 in$^2$ \\
Piston head surface area & 0.005809 m$^2$ & 9.004 in$^2$ \\
Intake valve closing [deg BTDC] & 122 & \textemdash \\
Exhaust valve opening [deg ATDC] & 144 & \textemdash \\
Wall temperature & 400 K & 260°F \\
Engine speed [rpm] & 3600 & \textemdash \\
Volumetric efficiency [%] & 85 & \textemdash \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{table}
In other words, the engine speed sets the electrolysis flow rate requirements \( \dot{n}_{\text{eol}} \) in Equation 5. Hence, the simulation iterates on the value of the wind power required in order to run the engine at the required IVC temperature for combustion to occur. Finally, since there is a significant drop in temperature after EVO [117], the ideal exhaust blowdown assumption is used (isentropic expansion of the gas) in order to provide a slightly more realistic value of the exhaust temperature [106]. At this point, the energy and entropy balance for the heated intake can be calculated in order to determine if enough energy exists in the exhaust to provide the needed heating given a perfect heat exchanger.

Because our laboratory employs a high compression ratio, air-cooled CI engine (Table 4) [118], it was used for the simulation efforts as it provides for potential experimental validation. Moreover, as the engine is rated for 3600 rpm and the goal is to generate the maximum power possible, the engine speed was set equal to this value. The wall temperature was set at 400 K with the piston temperature estimated as 100 K hotter based on literature findings [119, 120]. The volumetric efficiency of the engine was set to an average value based on past testing efforts. Obviously, the wall temperature will be a function of the ambient heat transfer and the engine should be in an insulated environment to prevent too much heat loss.

### Results and Discussion

In Figure 1, the mass flow rates, pressures, temperatures, species, power used and generated, along with the entropy generation results are provided for an example scenario employing the GRI mechanism when 10% of the hydrogen coming from the ocean is utilized. Investigating the use of a turbine instead of an expansion valve finds that it would generate some power and may be an appropriate addition given the length of time over which terraforming could take place (discussed later). After ignoring ambient heat transfer, it does appear that it is indeed possible to burn the Titan atmosphere for power. In addition, since the exhaust temperature leaving the heat recovery jacket is at 557.9 K, further using this stream for heating an enclosure (or the ambient) is feasible. However, this assumed the engine was possible to start while cold. Hence, future work should analyze the time-dependent thermodynamics of the intake and engine in order to reach the required temperatures for steady-state operation in Figure 1 using heat from a nuclear source or wind-powered electric heater.

Looking at the in-cylinder pressure and temperature plots of Figure 2a and 2b, respectively, shows that the engine may encounter a significantly energetic combustion event. This excessive pressure rise is why HCCI operation is often limited to lower engine loads and EGR is utilized to prevent a dramatic heat release and its associated noise. However, the in-cylinder temperature when using a low amount of electrolysis hydrogen is within engine operating limits. As more hydrogen from the ocean is used, the temperature increases due to the larger energy capacity of hydrogen and the fact that less inert nitrogen is coming from the environment to mitigate the energy release (i.e., atmospheric nitrogen acts as a heat sink). Furthermore, because the ignition energy is lower for hydrogen and it aids in the initiation of combustion, the temperature needed at IVC is reduced. Therefore, while the pressure rise is significant and HCCI combustion stability can be a potential issue, designing an engine to handle this combustion scenario is possible as illustrated by others who have successfully operated HCCI air-cooled engines [121, 122, 123, 124]. Moreover, one could burn later towards EVO to reduce the cylinder pressure. While this would reduce the engine power available, it would also increase the amount of energy sent into the exhaust while lowering engine noise.

In order to determine if there is an optimum usage of electrolysis hydrogen, a parametric study was accomplished with both chemical mechanisms while varying the hydrogen used from 0% to 78%. The maximum H\(_2\) allowed while burning the atmosphere according to the balances of Equations 1 and 8 is 78.125%. Investigating Figure 3 finds an initial steep drop in the required IVC temperature for both mechanisms when a small fraction of hydrogen from the ocean augments the oxygen stream. As discussed prior,
this is because the addition of hydrogen leads to increased H radicals during combustion that play a significant role in accelerating the $\text{H} + \text{O}_2 \leftrightarrow \text{OH} + \text{O}$ chain branching reaction \[91, 92\]. Furthermore, the relatively large flammability limit of hydrogen helps promote a more combustible mixture when only a small fraction is utilized in comparison to other hydrocarbon fuels \[125\]. As the amount of $\text{H}_2$ fraction increases, the maximum combustion temperature and associated engine power grows while the IVC temperature continues to fall; however, now more linearly with the UCSD mechanism indicating a more dramatic reduction. This indicates that the UCSD mechanism is more sensitive to changes in H (and potentially O and OH) radicals during the combustion process. Since both mechanisms demonstrated the same trends with hydrogen, only the GRI results will be explained moving forward unless the UCSD results require a further description.

Interestingly, the initial drop of IVC temperature slightly decreased the maximum combustion temperature even as the more energetic $\text{H}_2$ was added. This is because the temperature before combustion (i.e., compression temperature) was lower resulting in a reduced starting point for the combustion process without sufficient $\text{H}_2$ added to make up the difference. This drop in compression temperature can be seen in Figure 2b via the trend at $360^\circ$ (aka TDC) with IVC temperature. However, since the inlet pressure remains constant, replacing $\text{N}_2$ and $\text{CH}_4$ with hydrogen and its higher ratio of specific heat results in an increase in compression pressure (Figure 2) because pressure has an exponential dependency on this parameter.

By examining the flow rate through the engine in Figure 4, we find that the inflection point of hydrogen’s impact on IVC temperature ($1-q = 0.05$) results in the largest system flow rate. This is because it provides the greatest reduction in energy required to heat the intake while minimizing the hydrogen needed from the ocean. As a result, this inflection point maximizes the conversion of the atmosphere as shown in Figure 5. As more hydrogen is utilized, the temperature grows dramatically stemming largely from the more energetic combustion event (Figure 2b). As can be expected with this increase in hydrogen usage, the exhaust flow rate of water grows as provided in Figure 6. Reflecting the trends of Figures 4 and 5, the maximum generation of CO$_2$ is found to be at the inflection point as the most $\text{CH}_4$ from the ambient atmosphere is utilized.

Figure 7 explores the system efficiency (power produced by the engine over the wind turbine power), coefficient of performance (exhaust heat available over the net power required, analogous to a heat pump), and total entropy generation of the system. At extremely high hydrogen flow rates, the efficiency drops dramatically and entropy generation grows since the system is simply re-burning what it electrolyzed. There does appear to be a plateau of efficiency starting at the inflection point of hydrogen use and continuing until approximately 40% of the hydrogen generated is re-used for combustion (GRI-Mech maximum efficiency is 39.18% at $q = 0.81$). Even though the wind turbine power required grows linearly in this regime, the engine is seeing a reduced IVC temperature promoting a higher intake density (Equation 9) and more power-dense engine. Of note, the more dramatic reduction in IVC temperature by the UCSD mechanism results in the system efficiency increasing by approximately 2% up to the 35% hydrogen usage point. Using the entire system as a heat pump finds a maximum coefficient of performance of 1.13 at $q = 0.97$ for the GRI-Mech. Overall, it appears that designing for the hydrogen...
The inflection point \( q = 0.95 \) might provide the most beneficial system setup since the efficiency and coefficient of performance are near optimums, 38.59\% and 1.12, respectively, and this maximizes the conversion of the atmosphere.

Obviously, it would be significantly more efficient to use the wind turbine to create any needed electrical energy for settlements or terraforming purposes. However, while converting Titan’s atmosphere without employing oxygen using direct electrical energy can be accomplished via glow discharge to generate hydrazine [105] and electrical catalyst heating to create ammonia [126] or higher hydrocarbons from methane [127], this requires the selection of a proper catalyst along with a heterogeneous chemical kinetics study. Hence, this is left to future work to contrast against the combustion methodology employed here.

In order to provide an estimate of the scope involved with terraforming Titan, this inflection point was employed to calculate the overall time needed. Given the calculated mass of \( 9.398 \times 10^{16} \) kg of \( \text{CH}_4 \) in the troposphere, the one engine used in this simulation effort would take \( 8.810 \times 10^{12} \) years to completely remove all \( \text{CH}_4 \) and \( \text{H}_2 \) while generating \( 7.326 \times 10^8 \) terawatt-hrs (TWh) of energy. This would require \( 1.899 \times 10^9 \) TWh of wind energy and the troposphere (assuming that an added catalyst on the exhaust would ensure complete conversion via Equation 8) chemical profile by volume would equal 4.91\% \( \text{CO}_2 \), 11.26\% \( \text{H}_2\text{O} \), and 83.83\% \( \text{N}_2 \) if it was warm enough to guarantee all \( \text{CO}_2 \) and \( \text{H}_2\text{O} \) remained in gaseous form. As a check, the first law of thermodynamics (Equation 6) was used to simulate a new troposphere temperature assuming all exhaust heat went into the current troposphere as the atmosphere was converted. It was determined that the troposphere temperature would equal 805.2 K. After this conversion, in order to achieve a breathable oxygen concentration of 19.5\% by volume, \( 9.691 \times 10^{17} \) kg of \( \text{O}_2 \) would need to be added from the ocean (while bringing along some \( \text{N}_2 \)) requiring an additional \( 4.571 \times 10^9 \) TWh of wind energy. Since this oxygen flow would be at 250 K, the final temperature of the troposphere would be 667.4 K with a chemical profile equal to 3.77\% \( \text{CO}_2 \), 8.65\% \( \text{H}_2\text{O} \), and 68.07\% \( \text{N}_2 \). This would be too much \( \text{CO}_2 \) for human beings to function, but the fact that there is enough energy in the troposphere to theoretically terraform the planet while providing enough heat to warm the surface is intriguing. Moreover, coupling this activity to a nuclear power source would ensure sufficient heat generation from the beginnings of extraterrestrial base activity. Finally, in order to reduce the time of terraforming to a century, it would take \( 8.81 \times 10^{10} \) single cylinder engines or a total engine volume of \( 3.84 \times 10^{10} \) L. Hence, bringing engines from Earth would be cost prohibitive with the energy requirements of additive manufacturing on Titan still needing examination. Further work can be done to more rigorously analyze the system in regards to what would make Titan habitable based on the efforts of Beech and Dole [128, 129].

## Conclusions

While substantially further away from the sun than Mars, the vast amount of hydrocarbon sources on the surface of Titan make an interesting argument to investigate the possibility of generating power and heat. With this thought in mind, a novel system is proposed where wind energy is used to electrolyze a subsurface ammonia-water liquid.
ocean to generate oxygen for combusting the Titan atmosphere. Two chemical kinetic mechanisms are utilized to prove theoretically that it is conceivable to generate power using conventional internal combustion engine technologies through HCCI-enabled combustion. Moreover, the exhaust energy that results is more than sufficient to provide for the required engine inlet heating. Hence, the potential left over exhaust enthalpy could be used for enclosure heating purposes. A parametric study finds that strategic use of some of the hydrogen generated from electrolysis of the underground lake lowers the required engine inlet temperature while maximizing the conversion of the atmosphere. This found inflection point indicates a first-pass optimization of the proposed system and was used to calculate a rough estimate of the requirements to terraform Titan. A significant omission is the impact of ambient heat transfer; however, this effort opens a door for continued exploration into terraforming Titan using readily available technologies. Further discovery can include ammonia and hydrazine generation on the moon to create two additional fuels. Obviously, this paper presents a highly theoretical study, but the outcomes are interesting and might stimulate further curiosity by others to look towards the stars and think about what might be possible.
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Nomenclature

- \(a\) - Atmosphere molar nitrogen balance
- \(b\) - Atmosphere molar methane balance
- \(c\) - Atmosphere molar hydrogen balance
- \(e\) - Molar amount of hydrogen generation from electrolysis
- \(E_{\text{rev}}\) - Reversible cell potential of electrolysis
- \(E_{\text{tcp}}\) - Thermoneutral cell potential of electrolysis
- \(F\) - Faraday constant (96485 C mol\(^{-1}\))
- \(f\) - Molar amount of oxygen generation from electrolysis
- \(g\) - Molar amount of nitrogen generation from electrolysis
- \(\bar{g}\) - Molar Gibbs free energy
- \(h\) - Mass specific enthalpy
- \(\bar{h}\) - Molar specific enthalpy
- \(i\) - Resultant combustion molar amount of water
- \(j\) - Resultant combustion molar amount of nitrogen
- \(k\) - Resultant combustion molar amount of carbon dioxide
- \(m\) - Mass flow rate
- \(N\) - Engine speed
- \(n\) - Number of electrons transferred per formula conversion
- \(n_{R}\) - Four-stroke engine
\( \dot{n} \) - Molar flow rate of species or ocean

\( \dot{Q} \) - Heat transfer

\( \dot{Q}_{\text{liq}} \) - Energy required per mole of liquid

\( s \) - Mass specific entropy

\( S \) - Total entropy

\( T \) - Temperature

\( t \) - Time

\( U \) - Total internal energy

\( V_d \) - Displacement volume of engine

\( W \) - Boundary work

\( W_{\text{wind}} \) - Wind power

\( x \) - Stoichiometric combustion balance parameter

\( z \) - Molar fraction of hydrogen coming from electrolysis \((1-q)\times e\)

**Greek Variables**

\( \alpha \) - Mole fraction of water in ocean

\( \beta \) - Mole fraction of ammonia in ocean

\( \eta_v \) - Volumetric efficiency

\( \rho_{\text{IVC}} \) - Density at Intake Valve Closing

\( \sigma \) - Entropy generation
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Appendix

**Figure 1** Theoretical energy generation system on the surface of Titan.

- $q =$ volumetric basis
- Adiabatic heated intake & expansion valve
- Potential adiabatic turbine work = 224.51 W
- & entropy generation = 1.26 W/K
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